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Based on the SONNENBURG drift-flux correlation, developed at GRS/Garching
(Germany), a comprehensive drift-flux correlation package (MDS) has been
established. Its aim is to support thermal-hydraulic mixture-fluid models, models
being used for the simulation of the steady state and transient behaviour of
characteristic thermal-hydraulic parameters of single- or two-phase fluids flowing
along coolant channels of different types (being,e.g.,parts of NPP-s, steam
generators etc.). The characteristic properties of this package with respect to the
behaviour at co- and counter-current flow, its inverse solutions needed for steady
state simulations, its behaviour when approaching the lower or upper boundary of a
two-phase region, its verification and behaviour with respect to other correlations will
be discussed. An adequate driver code, MDSDRI, has been established too, allowing
to test the package very thoroughly out of the complex thermal-hydraulic codes.

INTRODUCTION

Thermal-hydraulic models simulating the steady state and transient behaviour of
characteristic thermal-hydraulic parameters of a single- or two-phase fluid flowing
along a coolant channel (e.g., within a reactor core or the primary or secondary side
of different steam generator types) are based on the solution of adequate
conservation equations for mass, energy and momentum. The two phases can
thereby be treated either as an ideal mixture of water and steam or as separate
phases. Hence, in addition to these conservation eqs. adequate constitutive
equations are demanded too, relation which are mostly based on steady state
experiments. These can be tables for thermodynamic and transport properties of
water and steam or correlations for heat transfer coefficients, for one- and two-phase
friction and one- and two-phase flow, or, in case of separate treatment of water and
steam phases, adequate exchange terms between corresponding conservation eqs.

Many discussions took and take place among experts about the type of
theoretical approach to be chosen for the correct description of thermal-hydraulic
two-fluid problems within the wide fields of their applications. A very comprehensive
review and critical discussion of different possible methods is, for example, given by
(Fabic, 1996). The question, how is the appropriate way to deaf with special
hydrodynamic problems is mainly concentrated on two fields, namely the classic 3-
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equation mixture fluid approach or the separate treatment of each phase in a 4-, 5-
or even 6-eq. model?

The separate-phase approach (excluding non-condensable gases) is becoming
more and more fashionable, but is, however, very often only for special purposes of
discernible use, for example if looking at its main argument, namely the possibility to
include into the formulation also thermodynamic non-equilibrium situations. Two
other reasons why this method is preferred by many authors and users lays in the
fact that it allows an easier treatment of the theoretical model eqs. (the concentration
to only a single-phase yields much simpler eqs.) and that the description of the
movement of phase boundaries along a coolant channel can be done in a very
cursory way, a problem which in the 3-eq. mixture-fluid approach has for many
models very often been responsible for only approximate solutions and thus
restrictions in their fields of application. On the other hand, the separate-phase
approach shows problems to find a satisfactory formulation for the exchange terms
between the phases since they can not be derived from fundamental physical laws
and not be validated directly by corresponding experiments. These terms are
therefore very often based on very artificial assumptions with the consequence that
little consistency between different models can be stated. The resulting codes
demand on the other hand a large effort to solve the resulting set of (stiff) differential
and analytical eqs., i.e., the calculations require an enormous amount of CPU-time,
characterized by parameters which show typically noisy behaviour. Hence, the
application of this more complex and very time-consuming approach is mostly of
interest for the special class of thermodynamic non-equilibrium situations, i.e. for two
phase situations where at least one phase deviates from saturation conditions (e.g.,
cold water being injected into a steam dome). However, since these are mainly
spatial effects they can, of course, be also treated by a 3-eq. approach, e.g., if
assuming in the example mentioned above the steam part and the water ray as two
separate channels with varying cross flow areas (and the power exchange between
them to be known).

In the case of a mixture-fluid formulation the theory is based on the three
conservation eqs. for mass, energy and momentum represented by three partial
differential equations which describe the steady state and dynamic behaviour of
three or (in the case of two-phase flow conditions) four characteristic fluid variables.
These are the local pressure P, the total mass flux G and, at single-phase conditions,
the fluid temperatures Tw or Ts (or fluid enthalpies hw or hs) for subcooled water or
superheated steam or, at a two-phase situation, the void fraction a. Hence, in the
case of two-phase flow a relation for a fourth variable is demanded, describing the
steam mass flux term Gs. This variable can, for example, be determined by adding to
the set of eqs. an additive constitutive eq. This can be a two-phase slip or a drift-flux
correlation, establishing an adequate relation between different local two-phase
parameters (e.g., steam quality or better steam mass flux vs. steam void fraction).
Since advanced system codes have to deal also with stagnant or even counter-
current two-phase flow conditions (and thus slip S and steam quality X become
undefined at this conditions), drift-flux correlations are preferred among these
correlations. (Only in the early stage of model development slip correlations have
become widely applied). It would be preferable if in the case of a 4-, 5- or 6-eq.
approach (where the balance eqs. refer to each phase separately) the corresponding
exchange terms could be brought into an adequate relation to the drift-flux
correlations.
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The mixture-fluid technique can be regarded as a very appropriate way if finding

an analytical method to solve this problem in an exact way. It is the direct
consequence of the fundamental physical laws for the conservation of mass, energy
and momentum with the movement between the two phases being based on drift-flux
correlations. Fabic (1996) names three strong points which speak for mixture-fluid
models based on drift-flux correlations:

• They are supported by a wealth of test data,
• they do not require unknown or untested closure relations concerning mass,

energy and momentum exchange between phases (thus influencing the
reliability of the codes),

• they are much simpler to apply
and it can be added

• despite of the much more complicated simulation of the phase boundaries the
corresponding computer codes are essentially faster.

Knowing these four variables (together with the phase distribution parameter Co
and the thermodynamic properties of saturated water and steam) all the other
characteristic two-phase parameters can then be derived directly from their definition
eqs. This is demonstrated in appendix A where the definition eqs. of the most
characteristic two-phase parameters together with their interrelations are listed.

Looking at the steady state part of the basic conservation eqs. it can be seen that
after a discretization procedure (i.e., integration over a corresponding node length)
the nodal steam flux term Gs can be determined in dependence of the total mass flux
G, the nodal power and other parameters. The corresponding nodal void fraction a,
needed as starting value for the transient calculations, has then to be determined
from a corresponding drift-flux correlation in dependence of these steam mass fluxes
and other parameters. Another situation where a drift-flux correlation with the steam
mass flux as one of the input parameters is asked is the case that an abrupt change
in such a steam mass flux has taken place, i.e., changes in mass flow (by adding or
subtracting mass at a channel node) or in the cross section of the channel have to
be considered as given.

On the other hand, the discretization of the transient formulae yields time-
derivatives of (mean nodal) void fraction values. After the integration procedure now
the resulting void fraction values are, besides other parameters, input for a drift-flux
correlation yielding then the wanted steam mass flux values.

This shows clearly that for thermal-hydraulic mixture-fluid codes both a drift flux
correlation but also its inverse form are needed. An effective drift-flux package has
thus to provide both forms of a correlation. Since, due to the complicated formulae,
the inverse correlation can only be established by a (time-consuming) recursion
procedure the inverse version should be called by the main program as seldom as
possible. It is thus obvious that drift-flux correlations being based on the void fraction
as direct input is to be preferred in thermal-hydraulic codes since they will be called
at each transient step and thus more often than its inverse part (which is only needed
for some special cases such as the steady state starting calculation).

At the GRS many efforts have been undertaken to establish such adequate drift-
flux correlations. Finally, among other attempts a very effective 'flooding-based full-
range1 drift-flux correlation has been derived (Sonnenburg,1987, Skorek et al.,1988;
Sonnenburg, 1989 and 1991). Within a detailed study (Hoeld et al.,1992) different
slip and drift flux correlations have been compared with each other but also with
available experimental results. Many of the well-known correlations, e.g. the world-
wide used EPRI correlation (Chexal-Lellouche et al.,1985, 1986 and 1991) but also
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correlations based on the ISHII theory (Ishii et al., 1975,1977,1978,1980 and1990)
are based on the steam mass flux as input parameter whereas the SONNENBURG
correlation, which showed in the study (Hoeld et al.,1992) good agreement with all
the other correlations, requires the void fraction as one of the input parameters. This
was the main reason why this correlation was chosen as basis for the here
presented package MDS (Hoeld, 1996), a package which should (and has) then
preferably be used for the application within a thermal-hydraulic code (see, e.g.,
Hoeld,2000 or Hoeld, 2001).

Thereby it had to be taken into account that such drift-flux packages are
demanded for vertical up- or downwards, co- or countercurrent two-phase flow
situations at different channel geometries (with the parameter LGTYPE=0, 1, 2
distinguishing between vertical rod bundles, rectangular ducts, round tubes etc.), but
using also correlations which have the potential to describe two-phase flow situations
through inclined or even horizontal channels, thus providing suitable correlations for
all relevant flow paths of a loop. The correlation package must yield also reasonable
results when approaching the lower and upper boundary of a two-phase region.
Another important demand from thermal-hydraulic models results from the fact that
for the case that a boiling boundary or mixture level crosses a node boundary the
slope of the steam mass flux Gs(oc) with respect to the void fraction is needed. The
package MDS has the possibility to provide the user with this value.

An overview of the results of the study (Hoeld et al.,1994), a detailed description
of the final chosen drift-flux correlation and the resulting package MDS (with its main
routine MDSON) and examples of calculations with this package (together with the
driver code MDSDRI) should demonstrate the validity and the manifold possibilities
of application.
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Bond number
Phase distribution parameter and gradient
Hydraulic and Laplace diameter
Entrainment fraction
Total, steam and water mass flow, onset of
entrainment
Geometry type of (vertical) channels
(=0: Rod bundle, =1: Rectangular ducts,
=2: Round pipes,=3, etc: Other geometries)

Water or steam dominant phase preferred
System pressure
Water, steam and limiting water and steam
velocities
Relative, drift and superficial water and steam
velocities
Wetted perimeter of pipe
Steam quality
Position within channel and elevation height
Void fraction
Viscosity of saturated water and steam
Density of saturated water and steam
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Surface tension

SONNENBURG DRIFT-FLUX CORRELATION

Theory and resulting correlation:

To describe the relative motion of different phases within a two-phase fluid flowing
in vertical direction (Sonnenburg,1987, Skorek et al.,1988; Sonnenburg, 1989 and
1991) developed a full-range drift flux model by combining the common drift flux
procedure (as formulated by Zuber-Findlay,1965) with the modern envelope theory.
The latter theory is based on the fact that counter-current flow between water and
steam is only possible within certain limits of volumetric fluxes and that the forces
acting on the phases both at co- and counter-current flow conditions but also when
reaching the counter-current flow limits underlay certain regular rules, i.e., no
spontaneous change in these forces have to be expected at reaching the counter-
current limits. Based on this considerations a special differential eq. could be
established whose solution finally yielded a correlation of the form

vD = 1.5 VWLIM Co CSJ [(1+CSJ2)
 3/2- (1.5+CSJ

2) CSJ]
(1)

with the (dimensionless) coefficient
CSj =2(1 -aCo) VSLIM / (3aC0 VWLIM)

(2)
For the special cases a -> 0 or a->1 one gets, after a Taylor expansion,

vD -» (9/16) Co VWLIM ( 1 - C S J ' 2 / 6 ) if a -> 0 (3)
vD -> (1-aCo)vSLiMCvDi with CVDI =[1-1-5CSj ( 1 - C S j ) ] / a if a —> 1

(4)
The correlation describes the local drift velocity vD (and thus also the drift flux vJD and
steam mass flux Gs as shown in the eqs. (A8) and (A10)) depending on the 'local
void fraction a1, the 'phase distribution parameter Co' and the 'limiting steam and
water velocities VSLIM and VWLIM'- (It should be noted that in most correlations the
parameter vD is independent from the 'total mass flux term G').

Hence one then gets also the corresponding and for many application cases
important terms at small or high void fractions

VDO = VD (at a=0) = 9 Co VWLIM /16 and vDi = vD (at a=1) = 0

(5)
vso = vs (at cc=O) = vWo + VDO and vSi = vs (at a=1) = G / p" (6)

vwo = vw (at a=0) = G /p ; and vWi = vw(at a=1) = (1 + C§>) (vSr VSLIM)

(7)
with C ^ defined later-on (see eq.(16)).

Limiting velocities:

Adequate limiting steam and water velocities (VSLIM and VWLIM ). applicable to
various pipe diameters, were introduced into the envelope theory by (Kroning,1985).
It was found by (Sonnenburg, 1991 and Hoeld et al.,1992) that the limiting velocities
for vertical (cylindrical) pipes depend mainly on the hydraulic pipe diameter dm as
long as this diameter does not exceed 30 Laplace diameter units (dLpi.). They obey
then the relations
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VSLIM =[g CJHY(P//P//-1)]1/2 = VWLIM ( P W 2 with dHY<30 dLPL(if LGTYPE=1 or 2)

(8)
In the case of vertical rod bundles (Kroning,1985) the limiting velocities can be
represented by the expressions

VSLIM = [1+tanh(B0/ 80)]2 [g dLPLtp' / p^-1)]172 (if LGTYPE=0)
(9)

VWLIM= 1.5[gdLPL(1-p///p/)ti///Ti/]1/2 (ifLGTYPE=0)
(10)

(Bo = Bond number, g = gravitational acceleration, r| = viscosity).

Phase distribution parameter:

The introduction of a phase distribution parameter Co into the drift flux theory had
been done under the aspect to take into account also the radial non-uniform void
distribution in relation to the velocity profile across a channel. The parameter strongly
depends on the geometry of the system as well as on the heat transfer conditions
between the heated wall and fluid (but not necessarily on the magnitude of the flow).
Co is =1 at a=0 and reaches again 1 if a-> 1. Co is greater than 1 if the steam
bubbles are concentrated in the region of higher velocities and lower than 1 if in the
lower one.

In several investigations it has been confirmed that the phase distribution
parameter for vertical pipes or channels at various diameters, various pressures and
low void fractions (< 0.8) can be correlated as

COLO = 1 +CCOL [ 1 V /p')1' 2] (if a < 0.8)
(11)

with CCOL = 0.35 for vertical rod bundles (LGTYPE = 0) or vertical rectangular ducts
(LGTYPE = 1) and = 0.20 for vertical round tubes (LGTYPE = 2). In the case of heat
transfer from tube or rod bundle to the fluid, the term COLO has to be extended by

COL =1+CC0L[1-(p / //p /)1/2][1-exp(-18a)] (at low a ) (12)
a factor proposed by (Ishii, 1977), representing a correction for subcooled boiling
effects at low void fraction values.

To extend the range of applicability it can be suggested to express Co for higher
void fractions by a correlation as derived by (Ishii,1977)

COISH = 1+(1- Ed) (1- a) a1/4 / {a5/4 +[l+75(l-a)]1 / 2 (p" I p1)!/ 2}
(13)

if introducing an entrainment fraction Ed for special flow situations.
To make sure that the connecting term CGS between vD and Gs stays positive (eq.

(A6)) Co has to be restricted to
Co < COp = 1/ [(1- p" I p1) a] (a > 0) (14)
Sonnenburg (1987) found that for extreme phase separations the phase

distribution parameter should be limited by the term
COVLIM = VSLIM /[OC VSLIM + (1-ot) VWLIM]

(15)
Hence, the overall phase distribution parameter can be determined as a minimum of

Co = COGEN = Min (COL , COISH, COP , COVLIM)
(16)

Note: Co = COISH at higher void fractions. Hence, the gradient C<a) needed for the
calculation of vwand vwi at a—> 1 gets the form

a)]1/2(p / //p /)1/2} (a =1) (17)
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Entrainment fraction:

At high void fractions it can happen that the water droplets do not fall any longer
against the flow direction but are swept along with the steam, i.e., in the mist flow
regime a part of the liquid flows in form of droplets within the central bulk of vapour.
For this case in different correlations an entrainment fraction Ed has been introduced
(see e.g eq.(14)), defining this parameter as volume fraction of the liquid in the bulk
with respect to the total liquid fraction. Kataoka-lshii,1986 proposed as a relation for
the determination of Ed

Ed = 0 or = 1 - exp [ 0.23 (GSEON - |GS|) / p" ] if |GS| < or > GSEON
(18)

which has been also applied in the TRAC-PF1/MOD1 version. More details about the
determination of this parameter (and the incipient criteria for the start of the
entrainment GSEON) see in special papers (e.g. Hoeld et al.,1992).

DRIFT-FLUX CORRELATION PACKAGE MDS AND DRIVER PROGRAM MDSDRI

Based on the theoretical eqs. above the drift-flux correlation package MDS could
be established, with the aim to apply it directly in complex thermal-hydraulic codes.
The package consists of a number of subroutines (with its main routine MDSON as
starting routine and MDSONA as routine calculating, as presented in eq.(1), vD in
dependence of a etc.). Since at some situations only G and Gs are available, the
other variables (mainly a and thus, if taking eq.(A5) into account, vD)has to be
determined by the inverse version (subroutine MDSONG) of the drift flux correlation:

OC = fDRIFT (Gs, G, Co, VsLIM. VwLIM, L-STDOM)
(19)

Thereby it had to be taken into account that in the case of countercurrent flow two
a values can belong to a single Gs or vD value. Hence, setting the option LSTDOM = 0
or 1 defines if the water- or the steam-dominant part is wanted, i.e., if the left or right
section of the a- Gs curve with respect to its maximum/minimum value should be
chosen. Hence, after having (at least in counter-current situations) determined the
maximum or minimum values in the a - Gs curve the void fraction a and thus also the
drift velocity vD, by considering eq.(A5), can then be calculated from the available
input values 'steam and, now also, total mass fluxes Gs and G' by means of an
adequate iteration procedure.

Knowing both parameters a and Gs (together with Co and G) all the other
characteristic two-phase parameters can then be determined by applying the
formulae collected in Appendix A.

In order to be able to test the correlation package MDS out of pile at all extreme
cases and to check thus the validity of the package and the underlying
SONNENBURG correlation a own driver code (MDSDRI) has been established.

COMPARISON WITH OTHER TWO-PHASE CORRELATIONS

In a comprehensive study a number of test calculations with the driver code MDS
have been undertaken demonstrating thus the wide field of application possibilities
and the validity of the drift-flux package MDS compared to other drift-flux
calculations. Thereby attempts to solve the problem of vertical up- or downwards, co-
or counter-current two-phase flow situations at different channel geometry types
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(vertical rod bundles, rectangular ducts, round tubes) but also efforts to describe two-
phase flow situations through inclined or even horizontal channels have been
considered too, thus providing for all relevant flow paths of a loop suitable
correlations. For the case of moderately inclined pipes verifications for this flow path
are still underway.

In an overview the results of this efforts have been presented in (Hoeld et
al.,1992) comparing them with calculations with well-known slip and drift flux
correlations from other authors. Slip correlations had played an important role in the
early stage of thermal-hydraulic model development and should be at least
comparable with the more advanced drift-flux correlations within their fields of validity
(i.e., in the vicinity of normal operational conditions). Among the well-known drift-flux
correlations a correlation has been chosen which has been established by (J.Miro et
al.,1987) on the basis of correlations developed by (Ishii et al., 1975,1977,1978,1980
and 1990), the EPRI correlation derived by (Chexal, Lellouche et al.,1986,1986 and
1991) and finally the here presented 'flooding-based full-range' drift-flux correlation
derived at the GRS (Sonnenburg,1987, Skorek et al.,1988; Sonnenburg, 1989 and
1991). It could be shown that there was good agreement between the different slip
and drift-flux correlations at normal operational conditions. This was no surprise
since all these correlations were very well supported by corresponding
measurements. At extreme situations it could be stated that (compared to
measurements as far as they were available, see, e.g., Alia et al.,1965) the three
drift-flux correlations (among them the GRS correlation) showed different, but mostly
very satisfactory qualities, no preference to one correlation could be given. Hence,
because of it advantageous input data list and much simpler formulation, it seemed
to be justified to take the SONNENBURG correlation as a basis for the drift-flux
package MDS. Thereby it could be demonstrated the ability of this package to
describe stagnant or downwards directed flows but also flows with co- or counter-
current phases along vertical but also inclined (down to horizontal) coolant channels
and also the possibility of solving the inverse correlation.

Some characteristic results of two of such test-calculations are plotted in the
figs.1A-1H and 2A-2H. Thereby in the first figure (fig. 1) two-phase parameters such
as steam mass flux Gs or the, for the application in a thermal-hydraulic models
needed slope Gs

(ot), are plotted with respect to the void fraction a. In the next figure
the void fraction a and corresponding two-phase parameters, now in its inverse form,
are presented in dependence of steam mass flux Gs. All of them have been
calculated at total steam mass flux parameters of G = 50, 10, 0, -10 and -50
kg/(m2s). This range of parameters allows to check the code at extreme situations
such as high co-current but also at stagnant or even counter-current flow conditions
and to proof the transition from actual into the inverse correlation. It can be clearly
seen how in the case of countercurrent flow (with CCMAX > a=1 or GSMAX> G) the water
and steam dominant parts fit together. Since the maxima of the vD-oc (fig.1G)and Co-
a (fig.1H) curves lie around a=0.35 (at low Gs values) the corresponding maxima of
the vD-Gs (fig.2G) and C0-Gs (fig.2G) lie also in the vicinity of Gs=0.

For more examples see (Hoeld et al.,1992) and (Hoeld,1996) where among other
examples and post-test-calculations also some preliminary two-phase flow
calculations in inclined or even horizontal pipes are presented. The test- and
posttest-calculations should demonstrate the validity of the drift-flux correlation
package MDS and its easy applicability. The large range of application of the
package means also that the field of applicability of the corresponding thermal-
hydraulic code can be expanded correspondingly.
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CONCLUSIONS

Despite of the very convenient form of the correlation (compared to other, sometimes
more complex attempts) the here presented correlation and the corresponding code
package MDS proved to be a valuable instrument for the characterisation of the
situation of a two-phase fluid flowing along a coolant channel in different geometry
types. The formulation can easily be expanded to other channel types (SWR, U-tube
or WWER steam generator etc.) if determining (under a new LFTYPE number)
adequate Co, VWLIM and VSLIM values from corresponding measurements.
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APPENDIX A:

CHARACTERISTIC 2-PHASE PARAMETERS (DEFINITION EQS., RELATIONS)

Correlations:
• Drift-flux correlation (on the basis of a, but not G, etc):

VD = fDRUT ( Ot,Co, VsLIM> VwLIM )
(A1)

with the steam mass flux Gs as given in (A9)
• Inverse drift-flux correlation (on the basis of Gs, G, etc):

0C=fDRIFT (Gs, G, Co, VsLIM! VwLIM, LsTDOM)
(A2)

with the drift-velocity VD as given in (A5)
• Correlation for phase distribution parameter Co:

Co = Co (a, P, dHY, ZEL/Z, VSLIM, VWLIM < Ed, LGTYPE)

(A3)
with C ̂  =18 (COLO-1 ) (at cc=O) and C £> = - (1 -Ed) / [1 +(p'7 p')m] (at a= 1)

• Correlations for the limiting velocities VSLIM and VWLIM:

VSLIM =f(P, dHY, Uw) and VWLIM =f(P, dHv, Uw) (A4)
• Entrainment fraction Ed together with incipient criterion (GSEON ):

Ed =f(Gs, GSEON,-) and GSEON = f (a, P, LQTYPE, ...)
(A5)

Interrelations between two-phase parameters:
• Drift velocity vD (steam phase, in m/s):

vD = vs - Co vj = vJS/ a -Co vj = (Gs /CGs -G )C0/ p
1 = [(1 - a C0)vj - vJW ] / a

= (1-a Co) vs - (1- a) Covw =(1- aC0) (py / p") [vWo - (1 -a )vw ] / a
(A6)

with VDO = vD (at a=0) = 9 Co VWLIM /16 and vDi = vD (at a=1) =0
and vg? = < a ) (at a=0) = vR0 = C ^ vD0 - (9/32) (VWLIM)2/ VSLIM and
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and the abbreviation

CGs = 1 / [1 V (1 - a Co)/( p" a Co)] = (pV)aC 0 / [ 1 - (1 - p/7/ p') aC0] (A7)
• Local drift flux VJD:

VJD = CXVD (A8)

• Local steam void fraction a (in rel. u.):
a = As/A =AVS/AV = Gs / ( A s ) = Gs 7 (COGS + p^CoGw /p' + pV>) = 1-

Gw/(p; vw)
= 1-Gw/(P/Vw) (A9)

• Steam mass flux Gs (in kg/(m2s):
Gs = G - Gw = X G = p" a vs = p" vJS = CGs (G+p; vD / Co)

(A10)

withG£a
o

)=p//(vwa+vDo) (ata=0) and G ^ = p'vwi (ata=1)

• Water mass flux Gw (in kg/(m2s):
Gw = G - Gs = (1-X) G = p1 (1-a)vw = p' vJW = (1-CGs) G - CGs p' vD / Co)

(A11)
• Total mass flux G (in kg/(m s):

G = G S + G W = G S / C G S - P / V D / C O (A12)

• Local steam quality X (in rel. u.):
X = Gs / G = p" a v s /G =1 - p1 (1-a) vw /G with
X<a) = d XJd a (at a=0) =G $ /G and X\a) = d XI d a (at a=1) = G <.»> /G (A13)

• Local steam velocity vs (in mis):
vs =G s / (p / / a) = X v S i / a = CGs (G+p; vD / Co ) / (p" a)

= (P' I p") [vwo - (1 - ocvw] / a with
(A14)

vso = vs (at a = 0) = X<,o) G / p"= G $ / p"= vD0 + vwo and

vsi = vs (at a = 1) = G / p" = jsi = vWo p' I p"
• Local water velocity vw (in mis):

vw = Gw / [p1 (1-a)] = vwo (1-X) / (1-a) = [G - p" a vs] / [p
f (1 - a) ]

= [ vs - vD /(1-a Co)] (1-a Co) /[(1 - a)C0] (A15)
v D / ( l -a Co) and (l-aC0) /(1 - a)=C0+ C<,a) = from eqs.(4) and (17) if a -^ 1

vwo =vw (at a=0) = G/p=jWo= vSi p 'V and vWi= vw (at a=l)= (1+C^ )(VSI-VSLIM)

• Local slip S (in rel. u.):
S= v s / v w = p / / X ( 1 - a ) / [ p ; ( l - X ) a ) ] (A16)

• Relative velocity vR (in m/s):
vR = vs - vw = [1 + ( p"l p') a / (1 - a)]Gs / {p" a) - G / [p1 (1 - a)]
= Vs - {p" I p') [vsr avs] / (1 -a) with vR0 = Vso-Vwo and vRi =vSr vWi (A17)

• Superficial steam velocity VJS (in m/s):
VJS = avs = X G / p" = X vSi = Gs / p" with vJSi = vS]

(A18)
• Superficial water velocity vJW (in m/s):

VJW = (1 -a) vw = (1 -X) G / p'= Gw / p1 with VJWO = Vwo
(A19)

• Total superficial steam velocity (center-of-mixture-volume
velocity, volumetric average flux density) Vj (in m/s):

Vj = VJS + VJW = a vs + (1-a)vw = X vS i+(1- X ) vWo
(A20)
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Mean transport drift velocity vSJ (in m/s):

vSj = v s - V j = (1-a)vR

(A21)
Ratio p between steam and total superficial velocities (in rel. u.):

P = vjs /vj =avs / [avs+(1-a)vw]=Gs /[Gs+Gw p" / p' ] =1/ [X+(1-X) p" I p' ]
(A22)
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